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In the Hetherlands discardins at seahas taken place for a number of
.Jears. Depending largely on market demands thc quantities discarded fluctuate.
}lostly there is a close relation between the amount of discarding and,the
str.ength of a year-class recrui ting to the fishery. A year-class··of· above
average strength will lead to a higher amount of discarding than a! poor one.
The level of discarding is not very high under normal circumstances and in
the case of plaice e.g. fluctuated between 5 and 2~~ by numbers.
In 1966/67, however, the exceptional1y rieh plaice year-c1ass 1963 recruited to the fisheries. A1though mainly fishing soles Dutch fishermen
caught large quantities of small plaice as by-cateh. This unexpected rise in
the 1andings of small fish soon spoilt the market and most of these fish ended in fishmeal factories. This lead to an increase in the minimum landing
size to 27 cm in the second half of 1968.
At sea, however, discarding did not stop at 27 em. He were informed that
plaice of still larger size were disearded in great amounts. In order to assess
the effect of this rejection a study of discarding was made in which 1ength
compositions and quantities of caught, discarded and 1anded fish were determined on board during eleven trips throughout the period october 1969 to october 1970. The trips were made on board of beamtrawlers as weIl as otter~
trawlers of different sizes and the positions fished are indicated in figure
1. The fish speeies studied were: sole, plaice, cod, whiting, dab, f10under,
turbot and brille
Although the number of ships sampled is rather 1imited we fee1 confident
that they are more or less representative of thc who1e Duteh sole fleet.
The amount and the sizes of fish discarded varies from ground to ground and
from skipper to skipper. In general the smaller and less powerful boats
fishing inshore discard smaller amounts of fish than the larger vessels operating in deeper water ( see figure 3 ).
The percentage of fish discarded per cm group per species was calculated
by pooling the data of all trips. In this way discarding ogives were obtained
for sole, plaice, cod, whiting, dab and flounder. Thc number of turbot and
brill was too small for determining discarding percentages.
In figure 2 the discarding ogives of four demersal species of commercial
interest are given.
In plaicc the disearding ogive more or less begins at the international
legal sizc limit of 25 em. The effcctive minimum size, equivalent to the 50~~
point of the ogive is 28 em, 1 cm higher thon the 27 em enforeed in the Hethcrlands.
In sole the discording ogive ends about the minimum size of 24 em as
could be-expccted for a specics for which an insatiable rnarket demand exists.
One should expect a knife-edge seleetion at 24 cm for all soles are measured
on bCard before landing by the fishermen. In praetise, however, fishermen
keep soles from 21 em onwards on board and seloet 'the fish to be landed when
gutting the fish. The then rejeeted soles will have a poor chance of surviving.
In cod as in plaice the disearding ogive starts at the international
minimum size of 30 cm. Here the effeetivo minimum size is 33 em. The yearclass 1969 is mainly rosponsible for the large amount of discarding. Beeause
the 1970 year-class is also fairly strang, wo may expcet that disearding of
cod on bo~rd of sole cutters will continue on the same scale for same time.
In whiting discarding of legal sized fish is still greater than in plaice and eod. Here an effective minimum size of 32 em - 5 cm more than the enforced minimum size - is found. A rich year-class born in 1967 is partly responsible, whereas
in addition whiting will only be kept on board in case
the
,
,
total

-2-

total catch of other species is small and skippers tend to land everything
caught.
The effect of discarding can be estimated by using the data of the discarding ogives to make corrections on the length-composition of the landed
fish. un average 4010 by numbers and 23% by weight of Cinternationally) legal
sized plaice were discarded at sea. That means that in 1969 32 CCO 000 and
in 1970 40700 000 legal sized plaice were caught in the Netherlands but not
landed. Thus the total landings in 1969 and 1970 of resp. 39 429 and 46 080
metric tons stand for a nominal catch in 1969 and 1970 of resp. 48 411 and
56 577 metric tons.
A given proportion of the fish discarded will not survive the handling
on board. At the moment we do not have precise information but some progress
is made in the study in this field. On average it takes fifteen minutes before unwanted fish is throVln overboard. By the use of many tickler chains in
front of the net the cod-end is often filled with bottomorganisms, ahellfragments, dirt a.s.o. For this reason the surviving rate of the discarded
fish will not be great and pending further research we assurne that most if
not all of the discarded fish will die.
In addition we calculated the number of undersized fish discarded ( and . .
for a great~r part destroyed ) by the Dutch sole fishery~ In the period oc- ~
tober 1969 to october 1970 65 700 000 undersized soles C below 24 cm ) and
131 600 000 undersized plaice ( below 25 cm ) were caught and thrown overboard by the Dutch sole fishing fleet.
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In the Netherlands disearding at sea has taken plaee for a number of
years. Depending largely on market demands the quantities disearded fluetuate.
Hostly thore is a close relation between the amount of disearding and the
strength' of a year-class recruiting to the fishery. A year-class of above
average strength will lead to a higher amount of discarding than a poor one.
The level of discarding is not very high under normal circumstances and in
the case of plaice e.g. fluctuated between 5 and 2~b by numbers.
In 1966/67, however, the exeeptionally rich plaice year-class 1963 recruited to the fisheries. Although mainly fishing soles Dutch fishermen
. eaught large quantities of small plaiee as by-cateh. This unexpeeted rise in
the landings of small fish soon spoilt the market and most of these fish ended in fishmeal factories. This lead to an increase in the minimum landing
size to 27.cm in the second half of 1968.
At sea, however, disearding did not stop at 27 cm. Ve were informed that
plaiee of still larger size were discarded in great amounts. In order to assess
the effeet of this rejection a study of dioearding was made in which length
eompositions and quantities of caught, discarded and landed fish were determined on board during eleven-trips throughout the period october 1969 to october 1970. The trips were made on board of beamtrawlers as weIl as otter~
trawlers of different sizes und the positions fished are indicuted in figure
1. The fish speeies studied were: sole, plnice, cod, whiting, dab, flounder,
turbot and brille
Although the number of ohips snmpled is rather limited we feel eonfident
that they are more or less representative of the whole Duteh sole fleet.
The amount and the sizes of fish discarded varies from ground to ground and
from skipper.to skipper. In general the smaller and less powerful boats
fishing inshore discard smaller amounts of fish than the larger vessels operating in deeper water ( see figure 3 ).
The percentage of fish discarded per cm group per species was caleulated
by pooling the data of all trips. In this way discarding ogives were obtained
for sole, p~ice,'cod, whiting, dab and flounder. The number.of turbot and
brill was too small for determining discarding percentages.
In figure 2 the disearding ogiveo of four demersal species of commercial
interest are given.
In plaice the disearding ogive more or less begins at the international
legal sizc limit of 25 em. Thc effeetivc minimum size, equivalent to the 50~~
point of the ogive is 28 cm, 1 cm highor than the 27 em enforced in the Netherlands.
In sole the disearding ogive ends nbout the minimum size of 24 cm as
eould be expceted for a speeies for which an insatiable market demand exists.
One should expoet a knife-edge selection at 24 cm for all soles are measured
on bcard before landing by the fishermen. In praetise, however, fishermen
keep soles from"21 cm onwards on board and selectthe fish to be landod when
gutting the fish. The then rejected soles will have a poor chance of surviving.
In cod as in plaice thc dioearding ogive otarts at the international
minimum size of 30 em. lIere--thc- effeetivo minimum size is 33 cm. The yearelaoo 1969 is mainly responsible for tho large amaunt of discarding. Because
the 1970 year-class is aloe fairly strong, wo may oxpect that disearding of
eod on bo~rd of solo cutters will continuo on the same oeale for some time.
In whiting discarding of legal sized fish is still grcater than in plaice and cod. Here an effective minimum sizo of 32 cm - 5 cm more than the enforced minimum size - is found. A rieh year-class born in 1967 is partly responsible, whercas in addition whiting will only be kept on board in ease the
total
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